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From the Executive Director's Desk

It is indeed a pleasure to present the Annual Report for 2010-11.  
FMSF has successfully completed 17 years of its journey and the 
journey has been quite exciting none the less. If we have to sum up the 
focus of FMSF, it would be to promote accountability, transparency 
and development effectiveness. 

FMSF exists to ensure that there are accountable systems and 
processes within the development sector which would lead to 
development effectiveness through our Capacity Building training 
programs, monitoring functions, publications, websites and other 
initiatives.

During the reporting year an Organizational Development process 
was initiated and the initial meeting was held in January which 
included a brainstorming session to map ideas for strategic directions 
for FMSF.

Like before, this year was also laded with joys and challenges. It has 
been made more meaningful with the participation of various 
stakeholders i.e. our partners, overseas agencies, staff members and 
Board of Trustees. 

EED, Germany plays a very significant role in our endeavor and we 
specially acknowledge their key role in our journey. 

With these words, I present you the Annual Report 2010-11 thanking 
all our development partners who are with us in our journey….

Sanjay Patra
Executive Director
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Financial Monitoring of Development projects

•

•

•

•

•

One of the core areas of FMSF since its inception has been the Financial 

Monitoring of Development projects. FMSF aims at doing so by enabling the 

partner organizations in effective financial management and in complying with 

donor requirements. 

The process of financial monitoring involves:

facilitating timely and regular transfer of funds to the projects

ensuring regular submission of financial and progress reports

analysis of Financial and Progress Reports and monitoring of the progress of 

the project

close interaction with partner organizations through periodical visits to field 

areas and regular contacts

and developing systems/procedures to ensure timely closure of projects

FMSF is a Development Resource Organization working in the voluntary 

sector since the past 16 years. Since its inception, it has worked towards 

promoting accountability in the voluntary sector. 

The core activities of FMSF can be divided into two main areas.

FINANCIAL
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CAPACITY
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& 
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In order to accomplish the above, there exists an effective internal monitoring 

system. Efforts have been made to institutionalize the internal systems and 

processes that would ensure basic quality of work. There are inbuilt mechanisms 

to track flow of funds to the partners regularly after ensuring that the partner has 

complied with all the reporting requirements of EED. Sending timely reminders to 

the partners for submission of reports and fund request have been 

institutionalized. At the same time, various 

internal monitoring tools have been developed. 

Some of them are Visit checklist, Capacity 

Assessment Checklist Tool to determine the 

stage of project, to upscale the monitoring level 

etc. In order to further enhance the monitoring 

function, FMSF also conducts mid-term 

assessments of the EED funded projects. This is 

an internal process that helps to track the 

progress of the project as well as timely 

identify any critical issue that may emerge. 

F M S F  a l s o  u n d e r t a k e s  P r e -  f u n d i n g  

assessments on behalf of EED for the projects 

which are in the pre-approval stage. An 

independent assessment is done of the organisations financial systems, 

Governance structure, legal aspects and internal controls to assess the 

effectiveness of the organization in managing funds for implementing the project. 

A significant development in the monitoring area in the year 2010-11 was the 

launch of Financial Monitoring Software for its Internal Monitoring process. 

During the reporting period, FMSF has received 201 Financial Reports and 193 

Progress Reports.
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Many new projects were taken up and many projects were closed as well during 

the year. In the year 2010-11, 31 new EED projects were taken up and 35 projects 

were closed.

As on 31st March 2011, FMSF monitors 130 projects supported by EED.

In order to get a deeper understanding of the projects and ground realities, FMSF 

team members make regular field visits to partner organizations. As in the past, 

regular meetings were held with the partner 

organizations for discussing and sorting out 

issues related to the projects. When the EED 

representatives visited the partner organisations, 

FMSF team members also accompanied them to 

share information and for better understanding 

on the present status of the respective project.

During the reporting period 66 partner 

organizations were visited by FMSF team 

members. 

Apart from EED Projects, FMSF also monitors 14 

projects of Bread for the World (BftW), Germany.

With the objective to further enhance the effectiveness of financial evaluation 

processes and to identify areas for capacity building needs of partner 

organisations, a Finance Consultant Meet with Independent Consultants who 

undertake assessments and evaluation for partner organisations of EED, was 

organized on 23rd March, 2011. In the recent past, the financial evaluations 

conducted by EED have brought concerns of the quality of the financial 

management systems of the partners. Further, EED and FMSF too had made few 

35
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observations which required an interaction with the consultants to build a 

common understanding.

The objectives of the meet were:

• To further enhance the effectiveness of financial evaluation processes 

• To build and develop consensus on common elements and terminologies 

related to financial management and related governance issues

• To identify areas for capacity building needs of the partner organizations

Pool of Auditors: To increase the quality of project audit and to encourage the 

partner to rotate the Auditors, FMSF has been trying to build/ enhance the 

experienced Auditors pool. 

Finance Consultants:  In the recent past, EED has been commissioning financial 

evaluation of EED partners in South Asia. To ensure independence and quality of 

the evaluation process, FMSF is also working on identification and orientation of 

financial consultants. FMSF has been working to enhance the panel of consultants.      

Capacity Building is another core area of involvement for FMSF. In its endeavor 

to capacitate the voluntary sector, FMSF conducts various training programs and 

workshops. Over the past 16 

years, the capacity building 

in i t ia t ive  has  undergone  

changes. Initially it was only 

restricted to training on EED 

requirements to the partner 

network and eventually shifted 

to the broader areas of financial 

management, governance and 

social accountability issues. The 

workshops and trainings now 

have a reach even beyond the 

partner network.

Apart from organizing workshops and consultations, members from the FMSF 

Resource team also facilitate various sessions in workshops organized by other 

agencies. 

Workshops: During the reporting period, FMSF organized 9 workshops for EED 

partners & facilitated various sessions in 3 workshops organized by other 

organisation. The list of workshops organized as well as facilitated by FMSF is 

given on next page.

CAPACITY BUILDING

towards Responsible Stewardship
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Workshop for EED Partners

Dates of workshop Workshop Place Details

Kathmandu, Nepal26th & 27th April, 
2010

Governance of NGOs

Centre, NOIDA

Manipur, Imphal

Yellagiri Hills, 
Tamil Nadu

Kolkata

Kathmandu. 

Nepal

Dhaka, Bangladesh

Don Bosco, New Delhi

19th & 20th  July, 
2010

29th & 30th July, 
2010

26th August, 2010

26th & 27th August, 
2010

5th & 6th October, 
2010

7th & 8th October,
2010

1st & 2nd December, 
2010

13th & 14th 
December, 2010

Workshop on Interpreting 
Financial Statements of 
NGOs

Workshop on Accounting 
and Reporting of NGOs for 
EED partners in North 
Eastern Region.

Orientation Programme 
on Legal Matters 
pertainingto NGOs 
(FCRA & Income Tax)

Workshop on Accounting 
and Reporting of NGOs 
for EED partners in 
Eastern Region.

Workshop on Financial 
Management & 
Governance for SANJAL 
& Its Affiliates 

Workshop on Financial 
Management for SAHAS 

Workshop on Achieving 
Effectiveness through 
Good Governance

Workshop on 
Interpreting Financial 
Statements

FMSF Program 

The primary objective of this workshop was to 
develop understanding in the meaning of 
governance and its importance. 

The objective of this workshop was to provide an 
understanding on the significance of Financial 
Statements, to enable get insight into Fund 
accounting and to understand the Contents of 
Financial Statement and interpret them.

The objective of the workshop was to specifically 
reflect on and discuss about accounting, reporting 
and monitoring of development projects with a 
specific focus on Network partner reporting to 
EED and other reporting requirements.

Orientation Programme on Legal Matters 
pertaining to NGOs (FCRA & Income Tax) for 
about 35 participants which include the Directors 
& accountants of 15 partner organizations of the 
SCINDEA Network and staff of the Secretariat. 

This workshop was organized for the Eastern 
Region partners. The objective of the workshop 
was to specifically reflect on and discuss about 
accounting, reporting and monitoring of 
development projects with a specific focus on 
Network partner reporting to EED and other 
reporting requirements.

The objective of the Workshop was to discuss 
about the concepts of Financial management and 
to develop understanding in the meaning of 
governance and its importance.

The workshop laid emphasis on the 
strengthening of the Financial Systems of an 
organisation.

The main objective of this workshop is to enable 
build a clear understanding on the Governance 
processes in NGOs and How to setup a good 
governance framework in NGOs.

This was a follow up of the Workshop held in 
July, 2010. The objective of this workshop was 
also to provide an understand on the significance 
of Financial Statements, to enable get insight into 
Fund accounting and to understand the Contents 
of Financial Statement and interpret them..

ANNUAL REPORT  2010-11
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Workshops for Other Organisations

Dates of workshop Workshop Place Details

NIPCCD, 
New Delhi

19th May, 2010 Legal Framework 
for NGOs

Session on Financial 
Management, Budgeting, 
FCRA, Income Tax and 
Provisions  of 
DTC for NGOs

Project Finance, 
ICICI Fellows Programme

Learning Systems & Networks

Online Learning Systems is an endeavor of 

FMSF to break the barriers of distance & provide 

training to all those who do not have access to 

structured training programs. Even though 

FMSF conducts various trainings and 

workshops, a need was felt for a sustained 

course on Financial Management. Further, it 

was realized that there was an unmet demand 

existing in the voluntary sector for such specific 

courses on financial management. Yet another 

initiative in the area of capacity building is the 

Diploma in Financial Management and 

Accountability and NGO Governance Program. 

Diploma in Financial Management (DFMA) is a 

one year long-distance education program in 

collaboration with the Tata Institute of Social 

Sciences (TISS). The course is specifically 

designed to suit to the needs of persons working in the voluntary sector or persons 

who are planning to join the sector. The course is a blend of the online & long distance 

mode.

The Course design has been jointly worked upon by TISS and FMSF. The course was 

launched in August, 2008.The various modules are addressed in the program and the 

panel of faculty consists of various eminent persons from the field of academics as well 

as the development sector.

The workshop was organized for the partners of 
national institute for public co operation & child 
development.

To develop an understanding on the importance of 
financial management in relation to the goals of an 
organisation, and be able to prepare, identify, 
interpret and use financial statements of a project 
towards demonstrating accountability to various 
stakeholders through good practices and systems.

Facilitation of a two day workshop for the partners 
of Vishwa Yuva Kendra. 

Chennai

New Delhi

26th May, 2010

7th & 8th July, 2010

towards Responsible Stewardship
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Paper Name of the Papers Faculty 

1 Introduction to the Prof. Dr. Vidya Rao 

Voluntary Sector TISS, Mumbai

2 Legal Framework Mr. Manoj Fogla 

Chartered Accountant & Legal Expert

3 Book keeping & Accounting Ms. Rozmin Ajani 

Chartered Accountant

4 Budgeting & Monitoring Mr. Joselyn Martins

Chartered Accountant

5 Project Fund Accounting Mr. Sanjay Patra

Chartered Accountant

6 Control Systems Mr. Suresh Kejriwal

Chartered Accountant & Consultant

7 Audit Mr. Suresh Kejriwal 

Chartered Accountant & Consultant

8 Governance Mr. Manoj Fogla

Chartered Accountant & Legal Expert

rdThe 3  batch of the DFMA program will appear in the examinations in the month of 
thSeptember, 2011. For the 4  Batch, so far about 8 students have been enrolled and 

ththe batch will start from 5  August, 2011. 

rdDuring the year the 3  Advisory Committee meeting was held in February, 2011. 

NGO Governance & Management Program (NGMP) is a four months certificate 

program. The objective of the program is to build capacity of personnel working in 

the voluntary sector in the area of NGO Governance. It aims at providing an 

overview of the Governance Structures & Processes, Roles & Responsibilities of the 

Board Members, Governance Controls and identifies the common myths and 

misconceptions in the Governance of NGOs.

This program is designed for the CEOs, CFOs, or Executive Directors of NGOs , 

Persons working in mid-management level, senior-management level Positions in 

NGOs, resource sharing agencies or any other development Organizations . 

ANNUAL REPORT  2010-11
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NGMP is an online training program and is divided into four units. 

Unit Course Content 

1 NGO Governance – Concept, Statutory and Policy Issues

2 Governance – Structure & Process

3 Governance Controls

4 Accountability and Conflict of Interest

Networks: The primary aim of Networking is to effectively leverage the existing 

resources (human & intellectual) and build linkages for the overall benefit of the 

voluntary sector. In its endeavor to enhance the accountability and transparency of 

the voluntary sector, FMSF works closely with various other organizations and like 

minded agencies. It also runs two networks:

NAN (NGO Accountants Network)

FEAT (Forum for Ethics Accountability and Transparency)

NGO Accountants Network (NAN) was formed in January 2005 with the following 

objectives:

To build a pool of expertise;

To sensitize on the field realities;

To enable mutual learning;

To capacitate NGO Accountants on new methodologies in Financial 

Management.

NAN is a forum of accountants initiated to sensitize the NGO accountants 

regarding financial management and other relevant and issues at grass root level. 

As a follow-up of the 2 National convention of NAN, a database of Accounts and 

Finance staff working with the EED partners in India has been updated. FMSF staff 

has been actively involved in the process of updating of existing data base of 

accounts personnel. The team members had contacted the respective partners to get 

the latest information about the accounts personnel working with the EED partners 

and updated the database.

Further, FMSF has also initiated to scale up the outreach of NAN initiative to the 

EED partners of Bangladesh, Nepal and Pakistan. FMSF has sent the invitation 

letters to all the EED partners in the region to nominate the Accounts and Finance 

personnel working with the partners.

In all, NAN forum consists of 190 members from the EED partner network in the 

subcontinent.

•

•

•

•

•

•

towards Responsible Stewardship
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Forum for Ethics Accountability and Transparency (FEAT) - is a network of finance 

consultants engaged in the voluntary sector in providing necessary consultancies in 

the area of financial management and related areas. The membership of FEAT has 

remained the same as in the previous year. The core group of FEAT met in the 

month of September 2006. 

The services of FEAT members are used from time to time in other advocacy 

initiatives like to pre-budget memorandum to the Government of India. Some of the 

FEAT members are also involved in the DFMA (Diploma in Financial Management 

& Accountability) Program as faculty. Many of them also act as accompaniers and 

consultants in various partner evaluations that FMSF works with.

Information plays a key role in the present world. FMSF engages in disseminating 

relevant and useful information in the voluntary sector. This is done through 

research and publications of FMSF which are looked upon as an important source 

of information by the sector. 

Research: 

An Expert  Study on Mobilization of Cash and Non- Cash contributions was 

organised by FMSF as a follow-up of the Study Report during the year 2009 10. The 

Expert Study has been completed and the Report was received from the Consultant 

Mr. Suresh Kejriwal. This Report has been shared with EED during the year.

The in-house research initiatives were undertaken during the year and concept 

notes on issues like TDS, Rotation of Auditors, and Management Letter Template 

etc. were shared with the partner organizations for better understanding. 

Internship:

FMSF also host interns from time to time from various educational institutions 

across the country. 

Apart from the above, FMSF also receives a number of queries on various aspects of 

Income Tax, Registration, and FCRA from various voluntary organizations. All the 

relevant queries are replied to by the research team with support also from FEAT 

members.

Research, Publications & Information Dissemination

ANNUAL REPORT  2010-11
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Publications:

Sl. No Name of the Publication No. of Copies 

disbursed

during the year

1 Manual of Financial Management &  198

2 Legal & Finance Handbook for voluntary Organizations 196

3 Social Accountability Standards for Voluntary 7

Organizations

4 Handbook on Social Audit for NGOs 30

5 Handbook on Bombay Public Trust Act 6

6 Handbook on Financial Audit & Reporting for NGOs 13

7 Revised Finance Handbook for Voluntary Organizations 99

INTERface: As a part of its information dissemination initiative, FMSF publishes a 

half yearly journal ‘INTERface’ which covers legal, financial & governance related 

issues pertaining to the Voluntary Sector. During the reporting period, 2 issues of 

INTERface were published. In the year 2010 INTERface completed 10 years of its 

publication. 

The topics covered in the issues published during the period 

are as follows:

Salient Features of the Union Budget 2010

Conflict of Interest

Tax Deduction at Source 

Corpus & Endowment Fund

Governance Insights

ICAI Expert Advisory Committee opinion 

Role of Board Vs Management

Budgeting in the context of NGOs

FCRA 2010

Direct Tax Code for NPOs

Around Human Resource Audit

Standards & NORMS: FMSF has been regularly disseminating information on 

legal and financial aspects through its recent initiative by launching the monthly 

e-communiqué “Standards & NORMS” in October, 2008. The primary objective of 

this communiqué is to be a Resource Support on NGO Governance, Accounting & 

Legal Regulations

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Legal Regulations whereby regular updates are provided. The 

Chief Contributor of legal inputs for this communiqué is Mr. 

Manoj Fogla the Legal Expert as well as a member of FEAT 

whose in-depth analysis of the topics has enabled a lot of 

learning to partners and other NGOs and has received a very 

positive response. During the reporting period, information on 

the following topics has been disseminated:

Recent Amendments on Business Activities of NGOs 

(revised Edition after Finance Bill, 2010), April 2010

NGOs eligible for 100% stay on High Tax Demand, 

April 2010

Appeal to Finance Minister on Direct Tax Code for NPOs, April 2010

Permissible business for NGOs, June 2010

NPOs major issues not addressed in the Revised Direct Tax Code, June, 

2010

Amendment of Trust Deed, July 2010

Bank Account & Bank related issues under FCRA, August 2010

FCRA 2010, August 2010

Direct Tax Code for NPOs, September 2010

80 G Registration is now at large

Case Laws in favour of NGOs engaged in Micro Finance

DTC – Harsh Proposals against saving of NPOs

Budget 2011

Analysis of FCR Rules 2010

Websites: 

FMSF is engaged in disseminating relevant and useful information in the 

voluntary sector through its various websites. It has five highly informative 

websites. Apart from the organizational website (www.fmsfindia.org) there are 

four other specialized sites. They provide information on various issues like

Legal (www.legalissuesforngos.org ),

Income Tax related matters (www.incometaxforngos.org )

FCRA (www.fcraforngos.org )

Social Accountability (www.socialaccountability.net )

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Other Areas of Involvement

External Consultancy:

FMSF was approached by some other organizations including donor agencies 

seeking consultancy on matters related to financial management and legal aspects 

for development organizations. This also includes undertaking specific 

assignments such as Partner Assessments & Study of the existing Organizational 

Systems. The following external assignments were undertaken by FMSF during 

the reporting period.

Sr. No Name of the Assignment

Organisation

1. Miracle Foundation FMSF was approached by Miracle Foundation

USA to undertake Pre funding assessment of Bethel

Orphanage, Kothur, Andhra Pradesh and 

Sunrise Charitable Society, Gopalasamudra,

Tirunelveli District, Tamilnadu. 

2. Baptist World Aid BWAA has approached FMSF to conduct

Australia Financial Evaluation for partner organisation 

BBCF Dhaka, Bangladesh.

Poorest Areas Civil Society (PACS):

The implementation of the second phase of the Poorest Areas Civil Societies 

(PACS) supported by DFID, U.K. was awarded to Christian Aid led consortium, 

IFIRST. At the time of proposal submission FMSF was invited by Christian Aid to 

be part of this consortium. FMSF is given the responsibility of establishing the 

Financial Management System of this programme PACS 2 and also the required 

capacity building to ensure that accountability and transparency values are upheld 

during the implementation process. The next aspect being the Capacity Building 

initiative is to be planned for the PACS partners.

Program Centre:

FMSF also runs a Program Centre in its office premises. It is an initiative to 

provide support to various development organizations and like minded agencies 

in conducting workshops and organizing training programs. It also offers 

accommodation facilities at reasonable contribution. Various NGOs and 

development organizations during the year have availed the services of FMSF 

Program Centre. Some of them are:

• PACS • Rotary International

• Resource Alliance • EED

• FMSF- Board Member • BFTW

• Wild Life Trust • EFICOR

towards Responsible Stewardship
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Governance for FMSF means achieving high level of accountability, efficiency, 

responsibility and justice in all areas of operation. FMSF also strives through its 

governance mechanism to be accountable to all its stakeholders. 

The Board leads the organization. It has the ultimate authority for directing the 

affairs of the organization and to ensure that the objective for which it has come is 

being achieved.

Composition: FMSF has a highly multi-skilled Board of Trustees. EED is always 

represented in the Board of Trustees Meetings. 

a. Chairman – Bishop (Dr.) C.L. Furtado is a retired Bishop of Church of South 

India. He has rich experience of governance of faith based as well as secular 

Voluntary Organizations. He has an outstanding track record of management 

of various organizations.

b. Trustee - Ms. Rosemary Viswanath is an Organizational Development expert 

having rich experience in the Voluntary Sector. She is a Post Graduate 

Diploma in Management from Indian Institute of Management, Bangalore 

with dual specialization in Personnel Management & Organization Behavior 

and Habitat and Human Settlements. She heads an organization, 

“EQUATIONS” – a campaigning, advocacy and research organization working 

on the impacts of tourism. She has been involved in many study and 

evaluation processes that has contributed in strengthening organizational 

processes of NGOs and has wider knowledge of the grass root realities of the 

development organizations. 

c. Trustee - Mr. C.B. Samuel is an experienced resource person and is heading a 

network of voluntary organizations known as PRABHAAV. He has been 

involved in various mentoring and counseling processes in the Leadership 

Development in NGOs. He has also been involved in building capacities in the 

areas of programme and governance matters in the development 

organizations.

d. Trustee - Prof. (Dr.) Vidya Rao is from the academic background and is the 

professor of the Department of Social Welfare Administration at the Tata 

Institute of Social Sciences,(TISS) Mumbai. She has done her Master’s in Social 

Work from University of Michigan, USA, and has done her PhD (Social Work) 

from Tata Institute of Social Sciences. She brings in rich academic background 

and contributes in FMSF’s capacity building initiatives to be more effective. 

She has also conducted various training programs on District Planning, Tribal 

Development and NGO Management.

Board of Trustees
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e. Trustee – Ms. Monica Sudhir is a Learning & Development Consultant with 

over 20 years of experience. She has trained executives of MNCs and 

Corporates at all levels in the areas of Leadership and Motivation, 

Communication for Organizational Excellence. She is also associated with the 

Institute of Chartered Accountants of India (ICAI) as Faculty and has trained 

more than 12000 Chartered Accountants.

Board Meetings: The Board of Trustees meets in regular intervals to review the 

work of the organization and in making strategic decisions of the organization. 

During the reporting period, two Board meetings were held on the following 

dates:

th• 9  July 2010

th• 13  January 2011 [Executive committee]

Annual Planning: The Annual Planning Meeting for the year 2011 was held in 

Goa during January, 2011. The objective of the meeting was to reflect on the 

previous year and to plan for the next year 2011. After going through a process of 

reflection of the year 2010, which included both on the highs and lows, charted an 

action plan for the present year.

Audit 

FMSF has a clear policy for audit. The Statutory Auditors are appointed in the 

Annual General Meeting of the Board of Trustees and their remuneration is fixed. 

The Audit Report along with the Management Report is received by the Board of 

Trustees. The Internal Audit is also carried out at regular intervals and the 

recommendations are considered by the management.

FMSF also follows the concept of rotation of auditors whereby during the year the 

new Statutory Auditor for FMSF M/s V. Sankar Aiyer & Company, New Delhi 

were appointed. 

The Staff Team 

The staff team consists of people from various backgrounds like Chartered 

Accountants, MBAs, I.T professionals, Rural Management professionals etc. The 

staff team at FMSF is led by Mr. Sanjay Patra, Executive Director. During the year, 

Mr. Satyajit Das & Lalatendu Samantha  joined the FMSF team and Ms. 

Madhuchhanda Mishra, Ms. Sharmishta Mukherjee & Ms. Neha Kaushik left the 

organization.

Other Internal Meetings 

towards Responsible Stewardship
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stAs on 31  March, 2011 the FMSF Team Members are: 

Performance Appraisal:  The Board evaluates the performance of the Executive 

Director once in three years. The process includes feed-backs from the Board 

Members, EED and certain staff members. The performance of the staff is also 

evaluated every year by the Executive Director. For this purpose, a structured 

format is used. The appraisal is participatory in nature.

FMSF is a registered Public Charitable Trust. It is also registered under the Income 

Tax Act, 1961 and the Foreign Contribution (Regulation) Act, 1976. Filing of 

audited reports and returns are regularly made as required under the legal 

framework. Further, FMSF also complied with the reporting requirements of the 

resource sharing agencies like EED, BftW, MISEREOR and ICCO with whom it 

has association during the year.

Financial Sustainability: FMSF derives its financial sustainability primarily from 

the resources generated out of services rendered to EED, Germany. Some of the 

other specific aspects that contribute in resource mobilization of FMSF are:

• Working with other donors: FMSF, primarily, receives support from EED 

for the financial monitoring of development projects supported by it. 

Legal & Donor Compliance

Sustainability

FMSF FAMILY TREE
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However, it is also working with other funding agencies such as Bread for 

the World (BftW), ICCO, MISEREOR and Christian Aid. This has enabled 

FMSF to receive support from these agencies for the specific services 

rendered to them.

• Training fees from workshop: FMSF receives contribution towards course 

fees from the participants for the workshops and trainings organized by it.

• Income from “Programme Centre”: FMSF offers conference / meeting 

facilities as well as accommodation facilities in its Programme Centre at 

nominal contribution from like-minded organizations and agencies. 

Organizational & Programmatic sustainability – FMSF believes that 

sustainability is not only linked with financial resources but it also includes 

organizational and programmatic sustainability. The recent initiative of DFMA 

would also provide programmatic sustainability. 

Organizational Development process: FMSF had undergone an External Review 

Process during 2009 commissioned by EED, Germany. Following the Final Review 

Report, one of the key suggestions of EED to FMSF was to undergo an 

Organizational Development (OD) Process.  During the year, the OD process was 

initiated with the objective that “it would help FMSF to become a robust organization, 

capable of meeting the demands of its various stakeholders and at the same time, fulfill its 

commitment towards EED”.

With the above objective, the 1st Diagnostic Meeting was held in January, 2011 at 

Goa to bring out future areas and initiatives that could be taken up by FMSF. 

towards Responsible Stewardship
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FMSF is stepping into another year wherein the 

various initiatives are to be taken forward and consolidated. FMSF believes in 

constantly improving the quality of performance so that it can add more and more 

value to the services that it renders to the stakeholders. FMSF works in mutual inter-

dependent environment with all the agencies it is associated with. 

At this juncture, FMSF gratefully acknowledges the support and co-operation of all its 

development partners and others agencies without whom the journey so far would not 

have been possible.

FMSF also recognizes with appreciation the hard work of its team who coped with the 

work pressure well and rose to the occasion. 

FMSF also expresses its appreciation to the trustees who have been the enablers in the 

journey with their constant encouragement, guidance and support. 

With all the emerging challenges coming ahead, a special note of gratitude to EED for 

their continuous support & encouragement.

With the vision to further enhance its role in promoting accountability, FMSF steps into 

another year of hope and aspiration.

and a crucial phase of OD Process 
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"ACCOUNTABILITY HOUSE"
A-5, Sector 26, NOIDA-201301, INDIA

Tel.: 00-91-120-2546732/33/44/45
(For Calling from Delhi: 95120-120-2546732/33/44/45

Fax: 00-91-120-2546731
e-mail: fmsf@fmsfindia.org

website: www.fmsfindia.org www.legalissuesforngos.org
www.incometaxforngos.org • www.fcraforngos.org
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